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ABSTRACT
As biometric recognition systems are widely applied in various application areas, security and privacy risks have
recently attracted the attention of the biometric community. Template protection techniques prevent stored
reference data from revealing private biometric information and enhance the security of biometrics systems
against attacks such as identity theft and cross matching. This paper concentrates on a template protection
algorithm that merges methods from cryptography, error correction coding and biometrics. The key component
of the algorithm is to convert biometric templates into binary vectors. It is shown that the binary vectors should
be robust, uniformly distributed, statistically independent and collision-free so that authentication performance
can be optimized and information leakage can be avoided. Depending on statistical character of the biometric
template, different approaches for transforming biometric templates into compact binary vectors are presented.
The proposed methods are integrated into a 3D face recognition system and tested on the 3D facial images of
the FRGC database. It is shown that the resulting binary vectors provide an authentication performance that
is similar to the original 3D face templates. A high security level is achieved with reasonable false acceptance
and false rejection rates of the system, based on an efficient statistical analysis. The algorithm estimates the
statistical character of biometric templates from a number of biometric samples in the enrollment database.
For the FRGC 3D face database, the small distinction of robustness and discriminative power between the
classification results under the assumption of uniquely distributed templates and the ones under the assumption
of Gaussian distributed templates is shown in our tests.
Keywords: template protection, security and privacy enhancement, 3D face verification system, biometric-based
cryptography

1. INTRODUCTION
Biometrics techniques uniquely combine authentication and user friendliness. Biometrics enabled authentication
has been widely employed in numerous application area such as electronic access and border control in the
recent years. In enrollment of biometrics system, biometric template, which represents features of biometric
modality, is extracted and stored in data storage. In verification process, stored template is compared with lively
extracted template to authenticate user identity. Nevertheless, storage and transmission of biometric template
leads to many security and privacy problems. In common biometrics system, biometric templates can be easily
obtained by attackers, malicious system providers and verifier. Once a biometric template is compromised, the
corresponding personal identity based on biometrics is compromised. Damage of misusing and abusing biometric
information is high, since it is not able to be revoked, reissued or destroyed. Furthermore, when the same biometric templates are deployed in manifold applications, user actions can be linked and malicious data holder can
track user actions in other applications. From privacy points of view, employment of biometrics is very critical,
since biometrics information includes sensitive information like genetic and disease information. Still, collecting
and storing biometric information are critical in numerous countries because of privacy legislation. In this paper, we address template protection techniques, which enhance security and protect privacy in biometrics system.
Template protection techniques convert biometric template into a secure reference with help of random variables.
The resulting secure reference reveals very little information of the original biometric template, meanwhile, it
is robust to biometric variation. Secure references are compared directly and recovering the original template
is not necessary. Alternatively, “on card matching” mechanism can also protect privacy. It enables to store

biometric templates and to conduct matching on a smart card. A biometric template is never released from
the corresponding storage, which is held by an individual. Nevertheless, the performance of this mechanism is
limited by capacity of card storage and communication channel. Furthermore, encryption of the transmission
channel is desired to prevent eavesdropping attack. The complexity of system rises due to the ongoing key management. Each smart card must be authenticated prior to the usage of the contained template. Additionally,
the integration of smart cards increases obviously cost of biometrics system and identification is impossible. In
contrast, template protection overcomes security and privacy weakness of biometrics system. Private biometric
information is efficiently protected. Centralized database is allowed without conflict of privacy law. The randomness of template protection allows to generate many uncorrelated secure templates from the same biometric
template. Cross matching can be avoided and new functionalities as renewability, revocation are possible.
Different approaches of template protection exist. One of the ideas is to combine cryptography with error
correction coding so that cryptographic hashing can be applied to noisy data like biometric data1,2, .3 Realization of this idea strongly depends on the characteristics of biometric features. For ordered features, where
number of components are stable, the fuzzy commitment scheme is proposed as shown in1, .3 In4,5, ,6 the helper
data scheme is introduced to construct the fuzzy commitment. The security of this schemes is proved in.7 The
algorithm was integrated in 2D face recognition system using texture information,8 fingerprints recognition system9 and ear identification.10 Their results are successful. For non-order features like minutiae of fingerprints,
whose components vary and can not be described as a vector, the fuzzy vault scheme can be adopted.11 Another
possible approach is cancelable biometrics, which utilizes “non-invertible” function as scrambling, morphing12, .13
“Non-invertibility” of employing function must be strictly satisfied and authentication performance of biometrics
should not be reduced.
In this paper, we describe a template protection using helper data scheme. Properties of key components
in the scheme are described mathematically. The scheme is implemented in a face recognition system using
3D depth information. It is shown that the performance of this helper data scheme depends on the statistical
analysis of the given biometric templates. Estimation of statistical characteristics should be adapted to input
data. In section 2, the detailed description of the helper data scheme is given. The functionality of the kernel
components such as binarization and selecting reliable component are presented. The scheme is integrated in 3D
face recognition system and the results is evaluated in section 3. A conclusion is given in section 4.

2. TEMPLATE PROTECTION USING HELPER DATA SCHEME
In this section, the template protection using helper data scheme is presented. The helper data scheme can
extract secure templates from biometric data. This secure template is stable to biometric variation and it is
impossible to retrieve original biometric information from it. The mathematical formulation of these properties
is summarized as delta-contracting and epsilon-revealing by J. P. Linnartz et al.6 The block diagram of the
helper data scheme is depicted in figure 1.
It is assumed that M is a biometric template extracted from a biometric measurement. In the enrollment
process, the binarization converts the biometric template M into a binary vector Q. The binarization should
make the resulting binary string uniformly distributed for different users and invariant for identical user. The
detailed description of binarization is given in section 2.1. The random number generator creates randomly a
secret code S, which is hashed and stored. Thus, it enables randomness in the system so that distinct references
can be created from the same biometric characteristics for different applications. The error correction encoder
adds redundancy in the secret S. As a consequence, the resulting codeword C is longer than S. Depending on
property of bit errors, different error correction code can be adopted. When bit errors are uniformly distributed
in codeword, a BCH- code, which has a codeword length of 2L − 1 (L is a nature number), can be employed. If
the length of the bit string Q extends the length of the codeword C, then the most reliable bits in Q are selected
so that the resulting binary string X is as long as the codeword C and robustness is improved. R indicates the
position of reliable bits. W , the bitwise XOR of X and C, is so called helper data. With help of W , the same
secret S can be extracted in verification process. Only the position vector R, the helper data W , the hashed
secret code h(S) and user identity information are stored in data storage. It can be proved that both W and
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Figure 1. Block diagram of helper data scheme

h(S) reveal little information about S, X as well as the biometric template M .7
During the verification process, with claimed identity, R, W and h(S) are released from data storage. The
binary string Q′ is extracted from biometric template M ′ , which in fact is M distorted by noise. The binary
string X ′ is estimated with M ′ and R. A corrupted codeword C ′ can be acquired from W and X ′ . The following
error correction decoder removes errors in C ′ and retrieves secret code S ′ . Comparing h(S) with h(S ′ ), a positive
or negative response for a verification query can be given. In contrast to common biometrics system, only “hard
decision” (rejected or accepted) is given and no similarity scores is available in comparer of template protection
system due to hash function. Hill climbing attack, which iteratively reconstructs biometrics using matching
scores14, ,15 can be prevented.
The security of the system is among others dependent on length of secret code. If the length of the codeword is fixed, the length of the secret code is restricted by the error correction ability. The maximum length
of the codeword relies on the entropy for the considered biometric characteristics. Obviously, binarization and
selecting reliable component are decisive to the performance of template protection. In the following sections we
introduce their functionalities and construction.

2.1. Binarization
Binarization is the core component of helper data scheme. The requirements of its output binary vector can
be summarized as follows. There, P denotes probability, B is the binarization function, Mi , Mj are biometric
templates of user i and j, Mi′ is the distorted biometric template of user i, Q is binary vector with length L and
L
{0/1} is L-dimensional binary vector space, δ is a small positive number:
1. For biometric template M of any user, a binary vector Q with length L exists.
2. Binary vectors should be uniformly distributed:
P {B(Mi ) = Q} ≈

1
L
, ∀Q ∈ {0/1}
2L

(1)

3. Statistical independence for binary vectors of different users:
P {B(Mi )|B(Mj )} ≈ P {B(Mi )} ,

for i 6= j

(2)

4. Collision free for biometric data of different users:
P {B(Mi ) = B(Mj )} = 0,

for i 6= j

(3)

5. Binary vector of a specific user should be robust to biometric data variation:
P {B(Mi ) = B(Mi′ )} = 1,

if

|Mi − Mi′ | < δ

(4)

Requirement 1 indicates versatility of binarization. Requirement 2 guarantees that no blind estimation of binary
vector is possible and discriminability of binary vector is optimized. Requirement 2 and 3 ensure that no information of a user can be retrieved using binary vectors of other users. The last one indicates the desired noise
resilience.
Moreover, binarization tries to extract a long binary vector from biometric template without any degradation
of authentication performance. The construction of binarization depends on the statistic analysis of the input
biometric templates. Assuming that a training template set contains N users and each user has K samples and
Mn,k = [mn,k,1 , mn,k,2 , · · · , mn,k,T ] is the template with T components extracted from the k-th samples of the
user n with k ∈ {1, · · · , K} and n ∈ {1, · · · , N }. If each component is statistic independent and at least one bit
can be extract from each component, the binarization function can be defined as:

1 if µn,t ≥ µt
qn,t = B {mn,k,t |k ∈ [1, · · · , K]} =
(5)
0 if µn,t < µt
where µn,t is an estimation of the real template for user n and µt is the threshold of binarization. In order to
achieve uniform distribution of binary vector, µt should be the median of µn,t of all the users. Instead of median,
mean can also be adopted. If the training data set is large enough, there is no significant difference between
median and mean. In practice, we suggest to use median, which is resistant to extreme values caused by measure
errors.

2.2. Selecting reliable bits
Selecting reliable bits contributes to the robustness of the system. It is based on the estimation of the error
probability for each bit. Only the bits with the lowest error probability are selected. Error probability depends
on the distance between µn,t and µt as shown in equation 5. µn,t of a relative stable bit should derive from µt .
On the other hand, intra class variation is also decisive for error probability. The smaller the intra class variation
is, the more reliable the corresponding bit is.
Statistical analysis of intra class characteristics for each user has a major effect on the performance of selecting
reliable bits. If biometric templates are Gaussian distributed, then:
µn,t
pn,t

= E {mn,k,t |k ∈ [1, · · · , K]}
|µn,t − µt |
∝
σn,t

(6)
(7)

where E is the function calculating expected value, pn,t is the error probability of the t-th component of user n,
σn,t the standard deviation of mn,k,t for k ∈ [1, · · · , K] (see also8 ).
If it is not the case, assuming that distribution of templates is uniquely distributed and it is impossible to
estimate intra class variation, then:
µn,t
pn,t

K
= M EDIANk=1
{mn,k,t }
∝ |µn,t − µt |

(8)
(9)

Actually, efficient estimation of error probabilities can only be achieved with sufficient number of samples. In
the next section we show how the template protection using the helper data scheme is integrated in 3D face
recognition system.

3. IMPLEMENTATION IN THE 3D FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
We have implemented the template protection algorithm in 3D face recognition system. The 3D facial images of
face recognition grant challenge (FRGC)16 database version 1 are used as testing data. During the test, 99 users
from all 289 users are chosen, who has at least 4 samples. Three samples per user are chosen as enrollment data
and one sample as verification data. A different sample for the verification is chosen for each test and the tests
are repeated 4 times.
In the feature extraction process, the 3D facial data is normalized to compensate the pose variation in the
acquisition. The normalized 3D facial data is projected into regular grids. Then a fixed face region is selected for
each resulting range image. The selected face region is divided into 68 sub-areas. A histogram-based extraction
algorithm is applied in each sub-area. A feature vector containing 68 × 6 = 408 real values is obtained. The false
acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) using the correlation classifier is plotted in figure 2. The
equal error rate (EER) is equal to 3.38%.
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Figure 2. Classification results of the histogram- based face recognition algorithm

Then, we use the above mentioned binarization function to convert the extracted feature vectors into binary
strings. To compare the authentication performance before and after binarization, we show the receiver operation characteristic (ROC) curves in figure 3. The solid line of the binary feature vectors is obviously above
the dashed line of the real-valued feature vector. That is to say, binarization function improves slightly the
authentication performance. Generally, a good binarization can be applied with acceptable changing on the
authentication performance.
In the above binarization process, the median was adopted to calculate the binarization threshold. If we compare
the FAR and FRR curves of the binarization using median (figure 4) and mean (figure 5), there is no significant difference regarding authentication performance. Both EER are around 3%, however, the FRR-curve of
mean-based binary vectors deviates from the probability-axis in comparison with the one of median-based binary
vectors. The median-based binarization has higher robustness to noise. This makes it better than mean-based
binarization, since the performance of template protection is restricted by errors occuring in the binary feature
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Figure 3. ROC curves of real-valued feature vectors and binary feature vectors
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Figure 4. The classification results for the binary vectors
using the median-based binarization
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Figure 5. The classification results for the binary vectors
using the mean-based binarization

In the implemented scheme, a BCH- code is chosen as error correction code. The maximum length of a codeword
under 408 is 255. The 255 most reliable bits is chosen from the 408-bits long binary vector. The classification
results under the assumption of uniquely distributed templates and Gaussian distributed templates are shown in
figure 6 and in figure 7. Both classification results are similar. Under the assumption of uniquely distribution,
the robustness is better than under the assumption of Gaussian distribution, however, the discriminative power
is slightly worse.

With codeword of 255 bits, only discrete set of the secret code length s and the correctable errors length e
is possible. Several examples and their corresponding bit error rate(BER), FRR and FAR is given in table 1.
The FRR under the assumption of uniquely distribution is significantly better than under the assumption of
Gaussian distribution, while its FAR decreases slightly.
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Figure 6. The classification results for the selected binary vectors under the assumption of uniquely distributed
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Figure 7. The classification results for the selected binary
vectors under the assumption of Gaussian distributed templates

BCH (c/s/e)

Correctable BER

Results for uniquely distribution

Results for Gaussian distribution

255/107/22

8.6%

FRR=12%; FAR=0.4%

FRR=21%; FAR≈ 0

255/91/25

9.8%

FRR=11%; FAR=0.6%

FRR=16%; FAR=0.2%

255/79/27

10.5%

FRR=10%; FAR=0.7%

FRR=13%; FAR=0.3%

Table 1. Examples of possible BCH codes and the corresponding FRR and FAR

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presented template protection technique using helper data scheme. The functionalities of the core
components of helper data scheme like binarization and selecting reliable component are described in detail.
Different realizations of the proposed algorithm are introduced and were tested with FRGC database using a
histogram-based 3D face recognition algorithm.
As a conclusion, a large number of samples in enrollment is necessary to estimation the statistical character
of biometric templates. In the histogram-based 3D face verification system, binarization does not impact the
authentication performance. A high security using template protection can be achieved, when long secret code
is enabled in the system.
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